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Curriculum Packet

Applications in Design & Engineering: Compound Machines
Overview:
In this lesson, students will build a compound machine and determine its total
mechanical advantage. Then, students will work as a team to design and create
a custom compound machine.

Activity Time:
120 Minutes

Targeted Grade Level:
Click here to explore the entire Kid Spark Curriculum Library.

6-8

Student Grouping:
Teams of up to 4 students

Learning Objectives & NGSS Alignment:
Identify simple machines and mechanisms in a compound machine.
Determine the mechanical advantage of a compound machine.
Use Kid Spark engineering materials to create a compound machine.

Additional Lesson Materials:

Scientific/Engineering Practice - Constructing explanations & designing solutions

Kid Spark Mobile STEM Lab:

Crosscutting Concept - Systems and system models

Young Engineers OR
Engineering Pathways

- Teacher Lesson Plan
- Student Engineering Workbook

Convergent Learning Activity:
1. What is a Compound Machine?
A machine is a system of working parts that serves a specific purpose. A compound machine is a machine that is
comprised of two or more simple machines. Pictured below are two examples of compound machines. In example
1, an inclined plane and a pulley are working together to raise and lower a load. In example 2, a standard bicycle
utilizes multiple simple machines in order to function correctly.
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Instructions: As a team, discuss some real-world examples of compound machines.
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Instructions:
Follow the step-by-step instructions to assemble a compound machine.
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Instructions:
Follow the step-by-step instructions to assemble a compound machine.
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Instructions:
Place the small and large gears
on the structure as shown.
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Instructions:
Follow the step-by-step instructions to assemble a compound machine.
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Instructions:
Follow the step-by-step instructions to assemble a compound machine.
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Instructions:
Cut a piece of string that is 94 cm
long. Tie a knot on each end of the
string. Run the string through the
mechanism as shown, connecting
one end to the spool and the other
end to the string block.

Instructions:
Step 1: Power on the Maker ROK-Bot.
Step 2: Sync the ROK-Star Controller to the
Maker ROK-Bot.
Step 3: Press the X/Y buttons on the ROK-Star
Controller to raise/lower the load.
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2. Identifying Simple Machines and Mechanisms in a Compound Machine
The compound machine featured in this lesson is comprised of three simple machines or mechanisms that enable it
to function correctly. These include a gear train, a wheel and axle, and a pulley system.
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Gear Train
This gear train is arranged
to increase torque.
The motor module is
connected to the smaller
driver gear that drives a
larger gear.

Wheel and Axle
As the large gear
rotates, rotary motion is
transferred through the
bearing module and to the
connected spool.

Pulley System
In this example, a pulley
system is used to raise/
lower the load.
As the spool turns, the
string winds or unwinds
around the spool and
raises or lowers the load.

3. Determining the Total Mechanical Advantage of a Compound Machine
To determine the total mechanical advantage of a compound machine, multiply the total mechanical advantage of
each simple machine or mechanism in the design. In this example, the gear train has a mechanical advantage of 1.75,
the wheel and axle has a mechanical advantage of 11, and the pulley system has a mechanical advantage of 2.
Multiply 1.75 x 11 x 2 to get a total mechanical advantage of 38.5.
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Gear Train
The mechanical advantage of a gear train is
determined by its gear ratio. To determine the
gear ratio of a gear train, divide the number of
gear teeth on the driven gear by the number of
teeth on the driver gear.
Mechanical Advantage Formula:
Driven gear teeth/Driver gear teeth
Driven Gear Teeth - 28
Driver Gear Teeth - 16

Wheel and Axle
To determine the mechanical advantage of
a wheel and axle, divide the radius of the wheel
by the radius of the axle.
Mechanical Advantage Formula:
Radius of Wheel/Radius of Axle
Radius of Wheel - 11
Radius of Axle - 1
11 / 1 = 11

28 / 16 = 1.75
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Pulley System
To determine the mechanical advantage of
a pulley system, observe how many strings
are connected to the movable pulley. In this
example, there are 2 strings connected to the
movable pulley.
Mechanical Advantage Formula:
# of strings connected to movable pulley
# of strings connected to movable pulley = 2

Divergent Learning Activity:
Scenario:
Kid Spark Engineering is currently accepting proposals for new and creative
product inventions or innovations that serve a specific purpose.

Design & Engineering Challenge:
Develop a new product or design that includes a compound machine.
See example below.

Specifications/Criteria:
1. Students will work in teams of up to 4 to design and engineer a new product or design that serves a specific
purpose. Teams can invent something completely new or improve an already existing product.
2. Teams must work through each step of the design & engineering process to design, prototype, and refine their
design. Teams will demonstrate and present their designs to the class when they are finished.
3. The product or design should feature a compound machine that enables it to function correctly. Teams must
identify the simple machines included in the design and determine the total mechanical advantage of the
compound machine. Note: It may be helpful to review previous Kid Spark simple machine lessons when
determining the mechanical advantage of each simple machine included in the design.
4. Teams must determine the overall dimensions (length, depth, and height).
5. With each building component costing $2, determine the total cost of the design.

Example Idea:
Product Innovation/Invention: Gear Train Lift
Driven Gear 28 Teeth

Purpose: Raises and lowers heavy loads
Design Notes: The gear train lift is comprised of a
gear train, wheel and axle, and a pulley system. All
three machines/mechanisms are used to increase
the mechanical advantage (torque) of the machine.

Driver Gear 16 Teeth

Height - 36 cm

Dimensions: 38 cm x 14 cm x 36 cm (L x D x H)
Total Mechanical Advantage - 38.5
Gear Train - 1.75, Wheel and Axle - 11, Pulley System - 2
Calculation - 1.75 x 11 x 2 = 38.5

Depth - 14 cm
Length - 38 cm

Material Cost: 118 components x $2 = $236
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Challenge Evaluation
When teams have completed the design & engineering challenge, it should be presented to the teacher and classmates for
evaluation. Teams will be graded on the following criteria:

Design and Engineering Process: Did the team complete each step of the design and engineering process?
Design Specification: Did the team complete the design specification?
Team Collaboration: How well did the team work together? Can each student describe how they contributed?
Design Quality/Aesthetics: Is the design of high quality? Is it structurally strong, attractive, and well proportioned?
Presentation: How well did the team communicate/explain all aspects of the design to others?

Grading Rubric

Advanced
5 Points

Proficient
4 Points

Partially Proficient
3 Points

Not Proficient
0 Points

Design & Engineering
Process

Completed all 5 steps of
the process

Completed 4 steps of the
process

Completed 3 steps of the
process

Completed 2 or fewer
steps of the process

Design Specification

Complete/well-detailed
and of high quality

Complete/opportunities
for improvement

Incomplete/opportunities
for improvement

Incomplete

Team Collaboration

Every member of the
team contributed

Most members of the
team contributed

Few members of the
team contributed

Team did not work
together

Design Quality/
Aesthetics

Great design/great
aesthetics

Good design/good
aesthetics

Average design/
average aesthetics

Poor design/poor
aesthetics

Presentation

Great presentation/
very well explained

Good presentation/
well explained

Poor presentation/
poor explanation

No presentation/
no explanation

Points
Total Points

/25
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Building Basics

The following tips will be helpful when using Kid Spark engineering materials.
Connecting/Separating ROK Blocks:
ROK Blocks use a friction-fit, pyramid and opening system to connect. Simply
press pyramids into openings to connect. To separate blocks, pull apart.

Connecting/Disconnect Smaller Engineering Materials:
Smaller engineering materials use a tab and opening system to connect. Angle
one tab into the opening, and then snap into place. To disconnect, insert key into
the engineered slot and twist.

Snapping Across Openings:
Materials can be snapped directly into openings or across openings to provide
structural support to a design. This will also allow certain designs to function
correctly.

Attaching String:
In some instances, string may be needed in a design. Lay string across the
opening and snap any component with tabs or pyramids into that opening. Be sure
that the tabs are perpendicular to the string to create a tight fit.

Measuring:

2cm
9 Openings

The outside dimensions of a basic connector block are 2
cm on each edge. This means the length, depth, and height
are each 2 cm. To determine the size of a project or build
in centimeters, simply count the number of openings and
multiply by two. Repeat this process for length, depth, and
height.

4cm

2cm
2cm
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Maker ROK-Bot Basics

The following information and tips will be helpful when using the Maker ROK-Bot.
The Maker ROK-Bot:
The Maker ROK-Bot is a remote-controlled, robotic vehicle that can
be used in a variety of ways when designing robotic systems. It is
powered by (3) AA batteries that can be replaced by removing the
cover on the bottom of the vehicle. A small Phillips screwdriver is
required to open the bottom cover. To power on/off the Maker
ROK-Bot, simply press the “R” power button until you hear a
chime.

Building Platform
Power Button

Maker ROK-Bot
Battery Terminal

The ROK-Star Controller:
The wireless ROK-Star Controller is used to control the Maker ROK-Bot.
The ROK-Star Controller is powered by (3) AA batteries that can be
replaced by removing the cover on the bottom of the controller. A small
Phillips screwdriver is required to open the bottom cover.
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Syncing the ROK-Star Controller to the Maker ROK-Bot

Implement
Functions

Step 1: Power on the Maker ROK-Bot.
Step 2: Aim the ROK-Star Controller at the Maker ROK-Bot.

R Select

Step 3: Press and hold the “R Select” button on the ROK-Star Controller.
The Maker ROK-Bot will produce a chime when it is successfully synced
with the ROK-Star Controller.

R Enable/Disable

ROK-Star Controller

Step 4: Press the buttons on the ROK-Star Controller to control the Maker
ROK-Bot.

Motors & Cables:

Cable
Port

Motor Modules can easily be connected to the Maker ROK-Bot to provide
additional functionality to a robotic design.
Connecting Motor Modules to the Maker ROK-Bot
Step 1: Connect one end of the cable to the port on the Motor Module.
Step 2: Connect the other end of the cable to the A/B or X/Y port on
the Maker ROK-Bot.
Step 3: Press the A/B or X/Y buttons on the ROK-Star Controller to
rotate the Motor Module clockwise or counter-clockwise.

Motor Module

Motor/Output Cable

A/B

X/Y Port

Note: make sure cables are firmly pressed into connecting ports to
ensure a good connection.
Maker ROK-Bot
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